
Week 13 
Year 3 – Guided Reading 
 
Wednesday  
 

Salvador de Bahia 

In the north-eastern state of Bahia, you’ll find the crowds partying to a different type of 
music than the celebrations further south. In Bahia, as well as samba, there is also samba-
reggae and axé, both of which are a fusion of Afro-Caribbean. The best place to enjoy 
Bahia’s festivities is in the coastal city of Salvador where, happily, carnival starts a day 
earlier. Join the locals on the Campo Grande or Barra-Ondina where you can watch the ‘trio 
eletrico’ (similar to floats but with huge sound systems) parades and dance along to lots of 
bands playing songs from local genres. For reggae music, head to a Blocos Afro, a great 
place to witness the local’s pride in their African heritage. 

Recife and Olinda 

In the state of Pernambuco, also in north-eastern Brazil, the city of Recife and the 
neighbouring colonial city of Olinda, offer a carnival with a different flavour. With a greater 
focus on local folklore and culture, celebration here revolve around ‘frevo’ and ‘maracuta’, 
music and dance that originated in Recife and Pernambuco. There is no competition here, 
but many groups dancing and playing music, with festivities really kicking off on the 
Saturday morning in Recife with the Galo de Madrugada bloco. Over in Olinda, there are 
parades of giant puppets, the leader of which ‘Midnight Man’ was created in 1932, whilst in 
the evenings, back in the old town of Recife, there are lots of free concerts dotted around as 
well as plenty of neighbourhood blocos to join. 

 

1. Research and find out what ‘Salvador de Bahia’ are. 

2. Why is Salvador a good place to start the carnival? 

3. Where is the city of Recife? 

4. Why might people be drawn to this carnival instead? 

5. What does the writer mean by this ‘with festivities really kicking off on the Saturday 

morning’? 

6. What do you think a ‘blocos’ is? 

7. Would you like to attend Brazil’s carnival? Provide reasoning for your answer. 


